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 Overcoming Specific Barriers 
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 Vivid, Personalized, Credible, 

Empowering Communication 
 Word-of-Mouth 

 
Initiated by 

 Department for Transport, London, 
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Partners 

 Public transit 
 Police 
 Health groups 

 

 Results 
 Car trips decreased by 9%  
 Bus trips increased by 10% 
 Cycling trips increased by more than 25% 
 Walking trips increased by more than 10% 

 
Locations 

 Towns of Darlington, Peterborough, 
Worcester, England 
  

For Widespread Use   
 No 

 

 
 

Introduction 
 
This project demonstrates how a sustained 
transportation demand management program can 
have greater impact when coupled with 
infrastructure improvements. By investing £10M 
over a five-year period, three towns in England 
have decreased car use and increased sustainable 
modes of travel. 
 

Background  
 
In 2004, England’s Department for Transport 
(DFT) published Smarter Choices: Changing 

the Way We Travel (Cairns et al., 2004). The 
report suggested that a sustained and 
comprehensive package of travel choice 
measures had the potential to deliver 
substantial changes in travel behaviour and 
reductions in traffic, if implemented in a 
supportive policy context and on a large scale 
over a period of ten years.  
 
As a result of the report, the DFT launched the 
Sustainable Travel Towns project, which would 
test the report’s findings. The towns of 
Darlington, Peterborough and Worcester were 
selected from more than 50 local authorities in 
England who had expressed an interest in 
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becoming demonstration towns. The towns’ 
populations ranged from 100,000 to 150,000, 
large enough to test the concepts in a range of 
different communities and with people who had 
varying interests and needs.  
 
Darlington, Peterborough and Worcester are all 
relatively free-standing towns, located in the 
north and middle of England. 
 
Each town had a specific reason for participating 
in the program. Darlington, for example, was 
looking for healthy solutions to the increased 
development around its town edge; 
Peterborough and Worcester wanted to deal with 
traffic congestion in their town cores. 
 
To complement the investment made by the 
DFT, each town was also encouraged to use its 
own capital funding to improve transportation 
infrastructure.  
 
Over a five-year period, the towns shared £10 M 
of funding—which works out to be 
approximately £10 per person—provided by the 
DFT, and also used their own capital funding for 
certain infrastructure improvements.  

Getting Informed 
 
Beginning in the fall of 2004, the travel 
behaviour of more than 12,000 people in the 
three towns was surveyed and more than 1,200 
people were interviewed in depth. The results 
formed the baseline data for monitoring the 
project and also provided insights into people’s 
regular travel behaviour. The DFT also 
conducted additional research into similar 
programs in other jurisdictions. 
 
Joe Finlay of the DFT said that the report made 
“it clear that there was potential based on the 
previous projects we looked at and we decided 
to test it out in specific towns with a level of 
investment that wasn’t normally given to these 
sorts of things.” 
 
Traffic growth was a significant issue of public 
concern, with between 80% and 94% of 
respondents considering it to be a problem. The 

same surveys showed strong public support to 
give more sustainable transport modes (buses, 
walking and cycling) a priority in transport 
policy. 
 
Links to the research reports are available in the 
on-line version of this case study at 
http://www.toolsofchange.com/en/case-
studies/detail/644/ 
 
Delivering the Program 
 
The projects ran from 2004-2009 and involved 
large-scale testing of the concept of trip planning  
and information marketing. 
 
Key Elements 
 
All three towns established similar programs 
that focused on developing: 
 
• A clear brand identity 
• Large-scale personal travel programs. 

According to after-program evaluations, 
personalized trip planning was the most-
used measure of all three towns. 

• Travel awareness campaigns, including 
loyalty schemes, advertising and media 
campaigns 

• Cycling and walking promotion, including 
cycling festivals, guided rides and walks, 
training, cycling route signage and bicycle 
parking 

• Public transport information and marketing 
campaigns and bus network improvements 

• School travel planning, which 
complemented the DFT’s Travelling to 
School Initiative 

• Workplace travel planning that engaged 
employers to encourage their employees to 
adopt travel planning. 

  
Branding the Program 
 
Once the DFT funds had been allocated, the 
Department provided a staff team of between six 
and ten people per town. Each town also created 
their own team of staff and volunteers to carry 
out the program. 
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Branding the program was an important first 
step. “All three towns created a clear brand 
identity, which allowed for the development of 
specific marketing and loyalty schemes,” said 
Finlay.  The branding was used in all 
communications and throughout the towns in 
particular areas. Darlington and Peterborough, 
for example, used their branding primarily at bus 
stops and other key transportation hubs. 
 
Trip Planning 
 
Each town implemented a personalized travel 
planning program. A team member went to each 
household in the town (Darlington did every 
household, while Peterborough and Worcester 
approached a significant majority) and asked if 
the household was willing to discuss its travel 
habits. If a person was interested, team members 
would provide travel information specific to 
their town. In some cases, an in-depth travel 
audit was done of a person’s travel and given 
advice on travel opportunities. (Home Visits; 
Vivid, Personalized, Credible, Empowering 
Communication) 
 
“It was completely voluntary so if someone said 
no, then that was the end of it,” said Finlay. “It 
was very labour intensive but it was a good way 
to collect information.” (Obtaining a 
Commitment) 
 
In some cases, prior actions such as emails, 
mailings, or telephone calls to households were 
made ahead of the visits. Finlay noted, however, 
that after the first wave of visits, “neighbours 
began to talk among themselves and would call 
the team directly for information,” he said. “That 
was a clear advantage of branding. It helped 
with advance marketing.” (Word-of-Mouth) 
 
Darlington 
 
In addition to the DFT funding, Darlington 
invested a further £4.4M, primarily in upgrading 
its cycling infrastructure. Darlington also used 
the funds to promote walking and cycling, 
training, and creating a more pedestrian-friendly 
town centre. 
 

The town put an emphasis on active travel in 
order to address health issues and was the only 
Sustainable Travel Town to also become a 
Cycling Demonstration town. (Overcoming 
Specific Barriers) 
 
Peterborough  
 
As a relatively new town, Peterborough had a 
large road capacity with a high level of car 
accessibility and a strong car culture.  
 
Although the town had a relatively good cycling 
network already in place, Peterborough It 
focused its efforts on increasing the use of 
public transit and invested an additional £6.8M 
to improve its bus network. (Overcoming 
Specific Barriers) It also built a new information 
hub near their central bus station. (Vivid 
Communication; Prompts) 
 
Worcester 
 
Worcester also had high levels of congestion in 
its town core, but with its more traditional and 
narrower street layout, the car culture wasn’t as 
strong as in Peterborough. 
 
It invested an additional £4.4M, mostly on 
walking and cycling promotion and travel 
awareness campaigns. Worcester also attempted 
to start a car-sharing club, which was ultimately 
not successful because the car club operator 
pulled out less than a year after it was 
established. 
 

Financing the Program 
 
Taken together the three towns spent £15 
million, of which £10 million was special 
Government funding provided by the 
Department for Transport. 
 
As well as being a Sustainable Travel Town, 
Darlington was selected as one of six Cycling 
Demonstration Towns in 2005. This resulted in 
the injection of an additional £500,000 per year 
from 2005 onwards, largely for cycling 
infrastructure improvements. Capital spending 
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on cycling was £14 per head of population over 
the five years, while it was £3 to £6 over this 
period in the other two towns, equivalent to 
£2.80, £1.20 and 60 pence per person per year. 
Capital spending on walking was between £1 
and £5 per head of population over the five years 
in the two towns for which data were available 
(RR8.3.3), equivalent to between 20 pence and 
£1 per person per year. 
 
Each town made its own choice on how much to 
spend on each of a range of different measures. 
They all spent most on personal travel planning 
(from a third to nearly half of revenue spending), 
followed by travel awareness campaigns, 
promoting walking and cycling, and public 
transport marketing. Smaller amounts were 
spent on workplace and school travel plans. The 
programmes were implemented by teams of 6-
10 staff in each town. 
 
The estimated outturn costs of the programme 
were £10 per person per year (roundly £11 at 
November 2009 prices), including both capital 
and revenue expenditure. 
 

Measuring Achievements 
 
To complement the 2004 study (See Getting 
Informed) , DFT and town staff performed 
detailed household travel surveys at the 
beginning, middle and end of the program to 
measure behaviour shifts. They also conducted 
more informal surveys throughout the program 
in homes, schools and workplaces, counts of bus 
passengers; automatic and manual counts of 
cyclists; manual counts of pedestrians; and 
automatic and manual vehicle counts. 
 
The data were compared to England’s National 
Travel Survey (NTS), and to traffic counts from 
the National Road Traffic Estimates (NRTE) for 
other towns of comparable size. “The data from 
the towns were not precisely comparable to the 
NTS, but were close enough and gave us a way 
of seeing what was happening in those towns 
and whether it was typical of the rest of the 
country,” said Finlay. 
 

Results 
 
Prior to the program, roughly 40% of the towns’ 
populations drove a car for all trips, while an 
additional 24% were passengers for all trips. 
 
The final results in all three towns showed that: 
 
• Car trips decreased by 9% 
• Bus trips increased by 10 to 22%  
• Cycling trips increased by between 26% and 

30% (in Darlington, their cycling trips 
started out very low but due to their 
investments in cycling infrastructure, 
cycling trips in that town increased by 
113%) 

• Walking trips increased by between 10% 
and 13% 

 
Compared to the NTS, the three towns that 
participated as Sustainable Travel Towns 
performed very well. Nationally, and over the 
same time period as the STT program, car trips 
were down only 1.2% (compared to a 9% 
decrease overall in the three towns), while bus, 
cycling, and walking trips were also down 
(0.5%, 9% and 9%, respectively). 
 
The greatest behaviour changes, said Finlay, 
were for trips of less than one kilometre, but the 
largest reductions in distance (vehicle kilometres 
travelled) were from medium- and long-distance 
trips. 
 
“The most obvious changes were in modal shift, 
simply replacing what you’d normally do by car 
with a bus, bicycle, or walking,” said Finlay. 
Others, he said, changed their trips altogether, 
citing an example of people shopping locally 
instead of shopping at an out-of-town 
supermarket. 
 
The final evaluation found that men and women 
were equally likely to have changed their travel 
behaviour. The greatest shifts in behaviour came 
from college students, job seekers and the 
recently retired, while the lowest rates of change 
were from full- and part-time workers, intensive 
car users and those aged 41-45 and 61-65. The 
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majority of the distance travelled savings came 
from switching leisure and shopping trips. 
 
The cost per car kilometre removed was 
estimated at 3.6 pence (4 pence at November 
2009 prices). On conservative assumptions, the 
implied benefit-cost ratio of the achieved 
outcome in the three towns, allowing only for 
congestion effects, is in the order of 4.5. 
Including environmental, consumer-benefit and 
health effects on the basis of recent Department 
for Transport modelling could broadly double 
the congestion-only figure. 
 

Lessons Learned 
 
Finlay offered several lessons learned from the 
Sustainable Travel Towns program. 
 
Locally driven 
 
“I can’t stress enough how important it was that 
the projects were locally driven,” he said. “The 
teams in the towns were very motivated and 
excited about what they were doing. That was an 
important factor. They also planned how they 
would approach the program, where they would 
target the measures and many had strong 
demographic data that they could use to tailor 
their program.” 
 
Branding 
 
Each town developed strong branding. “This 
was important for tying all the measures together 
and to encourage people to change their 
behaviour,” said Finlay. “Once the program 
started, the information went out across the 
whole town and that reached a lot of the 
population.” 
 
Stakeholders  
 
“Getting buy-in from local partners was vital,” 
said Finlay and offered Darlington’s experience 
as an example.  
 
Darlington held regular meetings of a larger 
management group that they developed, which 
included the town, the DFT, Department of 

Health, businesses, community groups and 
schools. 
 
“Gradually, that larger group brought in a wide 
range of people,” he said. “That influenced 
transport outcomes, but also health and 
environmental ones, and generated a lot of 
interest in the community.” 
 
He noted, however, that consultation was not 
always optimal. 
 
“Initially, Darlington had difficulty increasing 
its bus trips and this was due to a dispute the 
town was having with the private bus operators,” 
he said. “In addition, when they began 
pedestrianizing their town core, they didn’t 
engage with all groups,” he said, explaining that 
some age groups and disabled groups were 
omitted from the initial consultations. “Once 
they recognized that and consulted with those 
groups, they were able to make sure that what 
they were doing was suitable for all everybody. 
After that, the changes they made to their core 
had a rapid impact on people’s travel 
behaviour.” 
 
Investment spurs investment 
 
Finlay said that the money DFT invested helped 
to incentivize the towns to invest their own 
money in the program. As mentioned 
previously, the three towns, combined, invested 
an additional £15M over and above the DFT 
investment of £10M. 
 
Targeting the right issues and people 
 
Finlay said that one of the most important 
elements in the program was that the towns had 
to think about the problem they were trying to 
solve and come up with sensible solutions. 
Peterborough, for example, wanted to make 
better use of its public transit. “They invested in 
their bus station and developed information 
around that and worked with their local bus 
supplier,” noted Finlay. 
 
“If you’re looking at how to best target the 
problem with the least money, I would 
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recommend that you either go for the mode of 
transport you’re targeting or think of it 
thematically,” he said. “For example, instead of 
looking only at transportation corridors, you 
could look at people with health challenges or 
people who are just changing jobs or are 
retired.”  
 
In the future, Finlay said that the DFT would 
probably avoid targeting an entire town’s 
population (as was done with the trip planning), 
and instead target the people most likely to 
change. “Going to every household was labour 
intensive and expensive,” he said. “For those 
interested in doing a similar program, I would 
recommend that you target it to those most 
likely to change.” 
 
Strike while the iron’s hot 
 
Finlay said that the DFT’s original 2004 
research found that, once behaviour change 
starts, you need to lock in the complementary 
measures for long-term change. 
 
“If you’ve reduced car trips and increased bus 
trips, there could be an opportunity to reallocate 
road space and increase the number of bus lanes, 
which would make the service faster,” Finlay 
explained. “Quality of service matters to people, 
particularly on public transport. The better it is, 
the more people are likely to continue using it.” 
 
Be prepared to switch gears 
 
“Towns had to be willing to change tactics 
depending on what they were seeing on the 
ground,” said Finlay, noting that Darlington 
changed its brand early on when they found it 
wasn’t working. 
 
Data collection 
 
All of the surveys conducted throughout the 
program were independently reviewed to ensure 
that the towns had accurate information. 
 
That being said, Finlay said that, although the 
DFT collected data throughout the five-year 
program, “In an ideal world, we would have 

invested more time and money on it. But it’s 
expensive and difficult to gauge the point when 
you’re not actually improving the data.” 
 

Contact 
 
Joe Finlay  
Department for Transport  
London England 
Joe.Finlay@dft.gsi.gov.uk  
Tel: +44 2079442177 
 

Landmark Designation 
 

   
 
This case study was selected as a Tools of 
Change Landmark case study in 2009, by a peer 
selection panel consisting of: 
 
• Danny Albert, University of Ottawa's 

Parking and Sustainable Transportation 
Department  

• Daniel Coldrey, Transport Canada  
• Mark Dessauer, Active Living by Design 
• Catherine Habel, Metrolinx  
• Jacky Kennedy, Green Communities Canada  
• Jessica Mankowski, Federation of Canadian 

Municipalities  
• Gary McFadden, National Center for Biking 

and Walking  
• Lorenzo Mele, Town of Markham  
• Chuck Wilsker, U.S. Telework Coalition  
• Phil Winters, University of South Florida  
• JoAnn Woodhall, Translink  

 
 
 
This case study and supporting materials are 
available on line at 
http://www.toolsofchange.com/en/case-
studies/detail/644/ 
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For step-by step instructions in using each of the 
tools noted above, to review our full collection 
of social marketing case studies and topic 
resources, or to suggest a new case study or 
resource, go to www.toolsofchange.com 
 
The Tools of Change research and planning 
resources are published by   
 
Cullbridge Marketing and Communications 
2699 Priscilla Street, 
Ottawa Ontario 
Canada K2B 7E1 
(613) 224-3800  (800) 262-0934 
 
 


